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On my laptop, I press Ctrl+W, then I click on the "Console" option to enable it (It is already enabled). When I do this, I get:
Error(2): w: Trying to reconnect (ioctl) Error(2): w: Request for global cooldown failed. (Device or resource busy?) What does
this mean? Is this bad? Should I be worried? Also, does anybody know what an increased cooldown is? What does it mean? I am
using Ubuntu 14.04. Thanks A: It's a warning - you may see lots of these warnings when playing StarCraft II. When you
connect, you are trying to connect to the server (and the other players) in the background - but it hasn't finished uploading the
map yet. Usually after you've connected, your units will start attacking. It's just a warning - ignore it, and move on with your
game. Q: In term of de Rham cohomology, how can I show that $X \times Y = X \times \{ y \} \cup \{ x \} \times Y$? In term
of de Rham cohomology, how can I show that $X \times Y = X \times \{ y \} \cup \{ x \} \times Y$? I want to use the natural
transformation that is induced by the projection $p:X\times Y \to X$. (Corrected version) The de Rham cohomology can be
defined as: $$H^k(X) := \operatorname{Ext}_X^k(\Omega_X, \mathcal{O}_X)$$ Given a submanifold $M$ of $X$, with
inclusion map $i: M \to X$, the symbol $\Omega_M$ denotes the sheaf of differential forms along $M$. We can then define
the restriction morphism $i^*:H^k(X) \to H^k(M)$. Now, given a submanifold $N$ of $M$, you can define the projection
$p:M\to N$ (and its tangent map $\tau: TN \to TM$). We then have the following long exact sequence in cohomology: $$\ldots
\to
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